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INTRODUCTION

In a nation built on the promise of opportunity, too many young people struggle to find a solid foothold in the world of work. The youth unemployment crisis is complex, pervasive, and persistent, with wide-reaching consequences for states and communities across the national and global economies. In the U.S., recent annual estimates indicate that 1.8 million young people ages 16-24 are available and actively searching for work, but are unable to secure a job.1 This translates to a roughly 9% youth unemployment rate, more than double the national average for the overall population.2 This figure excludes the 17 million youth who are not in the labor force (e.g., neither currently participating in work nor searching for work within the previous four-week period), nearly 1.6 million (10.7%) of whom indicate that they would like a job, yet have stopped searching for various reasons (e.g., discouragement over their job prospects, family responsibilities, health, and disability).

Moreover, even among employed youth, many are tenuously connected to precarious working situations that fall below the threshold of what might be considered decent and dignified work. These experiences are marked by a lack of social protections, learning experiences, and opportunities for advancement that are critical for youth to experience dignified work lives, gain a foothold in decent work, and lay a foundation for upward mobility.3 The state of the youth unemployment crisis remains dire for the millions of young people desiring the chance to experience decent work and create a meaningful career in today’s economy.

Despite a rebounding economy; the resilience of young people themselves; the efforts of inspired programs; and significant investments from federal and state governments, philanthropists, and corporations; youth unemployment remains a problem. The repeated calls to action from scholars, policymakers, industry leaders, and communities underscore the reality that many young people in America continue to struggle to establish a healthy and sustained connection to successful work pathways. These calls to action also affirm the notion that the nation must continue pursuing a future in which every young person who seeks a job can find decent work that will serve as a platform for sustained employment and self-determined lives.

1 BLS, 2019
2 BLS, 2019; World Bank, 2019
3 Osterman & Shulman, 2011; Kalleberg, 2012; Blustein, 2006; Duffy, Diemer, Blustein, & Autin, 2016; Kalleberg & Vallas, 2018
The YES Project: A National Campaign by America’s Promise Alliance

Building on the success and learnings of the GradNation campaign, America’s Promise Alliance has launched the YES Project—Young, Employed, Successful—to unify the nation in reaching a major collective goal: every young person seeking a job can find a job. The YES Project sets its focus on the 1.8 million unemployed young people in America. This vulnerable period of unemployment represents a critical intervention point. Engaging young people at the point when they maintain an active, although often tenuous, connection to the world of work can help youth avoid more severe and long-term disconnection, strengthen their confidence and connection to the labor market, and advance along a more secure pathway toward work and careers.

Connecting unemployed youth with successful work pathways can also shine a beacon of hope to other discouraged and disconnected youth, inspiring new optimism about what is possible when one is afforded the opportunities and supports necessary to thrive vocationally.

Drawing on over two decades of America’s Promise Alliance’s leadership in the youth-serving sector, the YES Project is aligning the field in pursuit of this goal and driving the nation towards action by amplifying best practices, galvanizing cross-sector collaborations, and creating and sharing knowledge. This bold effort to reduce youth unemployment is fueled by the field’s shared belief in the need to create an environment where every young person is Ready, Connected, and Supported to succeed in the workplace. This requires a large-scale transformation by individuals, organizations, employers, and policymakers to bring about the systemic change needed for young people.

This working paper begins with an overview of the YES Project’s guiding framework—the "Ready, Connected, Supported" framework. This overview is followed by a brief review of existing literature outlining the importance and changing nature of work in the 21st century as well as a portrait of the youth employment crisis in the U.S. today. This background serves as context for the Ready, Connected, Supported framework, situating the three domains that make up the framework within the extant literature and research.

Ready, Connected, Supported: A Framework for Ameliorating Youth Unemployment

The Ready, Connected, Supported framework is the conceptual model guiding the YES Project’s activities to drive collective action toward addressing youth unemployment.

A Youth Employment Research Agenda

The Ready, Connected, Supported framework is guiding the YES Project’s research agenda for the life of the campaign. Over the next decade, the Center for Promise—the research institute of America’s Promise Alliance, housed at the Boston University Wheelock College of Education and Human Development—will pursue a research agenda to further examine young people’s pathways to employment. The research agenda will examine what it means for young people to be Ready, Connected, and Supported; elevate the voices of young people to ground the discourse about youth employment and workforce development in their experiences; and explore the role of relationships in facilitating positive workforce outcomes. This work advances the Center’s tradition of youth-centered research beginning with the Center’s Don’t Call Them Dropouts and Don’t Quit on Me and building from more recent work on Webs of Support and career pathways for disconnected youth, including two reports, Relationships Come First and Turning Points, centered on the role of relationships in career pathways programs.
The framework is founded on the shared insights and experiences of programs, researchers, and employers. In June 2018, America’s Promise Alliance assembled a steering committee of 20 industry leaders, employers, youth workers, and scholars, to surface their insights on the key conditions that young people need to gain entry and advance in the world of work. What emerged was a belief that all young people deserve and can benefit from being Ready, Connected, and Supported throughout their working lives. The framework, therefore, seeks to capture the insights, lessons, and leanings of the steering committee; existing empirical literature; and ongoing industry efforts within the three thematic domains of Ready, Connected, and Supported to describe the conditions required for youth to thrive in the world of work. The early phases of the YES Project research agenda will leverage youth voice to further refine these conceptual definitions. As a foundational step, the campaign’s working definitions of these concepts informed by existing literature are understood as follows:

**READY:** To provide competitive value in today’s rapidly changing world of work, youth must be lifelong learners ready to adapt to occupational challenges, chances, transitions, and change. This requires an adaptive profile of readiness, including an education and collection of flexible cognitive and technical skills, a range of social and emotional capacities, and an array of career management competencies. Youth who are ready will possess the credentials and skills, social and emotional competencies, and career management capabilities necessary to secure decent employment and navigate the world of work as a valued member of the workforce.

**CONNECTED:** Far too many young people have strengths and skills that render them ready for work but lack access, attachment, and engagement to the key contexts, activities, and relationships that can foster a sense of connectedness to the world of work and facilitate their entry and success within the workforce. Connected describes the strength of young people’s affiliation with the world of work and their own career development. Youth who are connected will have developed and sustained access to, attachment toward, and engagement with the world of work and their working lives. This access, attachment, and engagement extends to the broad range of systems and institutions (e.g., school, labor market, workplace), opportunities and learning experiences (e.g., effective education, formal and informal career development, work-based learning, apprenticeships, internships, etc.), relationships, and resources that facilitate positive and developmentally appropriate work-related outcomes (e.g., increased readiness, job search and attainment activities, employment and/or advancement, social capital development).

**SUPPORTED:** Young people require a range of social supports at each stage of their career development. Support can come from a variety of sources (e.g., mentors, employers, teachers, parents, neighbors, coworkers) and manifest in diverse forms (see Table 1). Furthermore, existing literature and previous research from the Center for Promise indicates that a single source of support may not be enough to provide youth with the variety of resources they need to thrive. A comprehensive web of supportive relationships spanning across the various developmental contexts in which youth are embedded (e.g., family, school, work, community, friends, etc.) can more aptly provide youth with an array of developmental supports that are aligned with the young person’s unique strengths and needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>Enable sharing of feelings, expression of experiences/concerns; demonstrate sympathy, caring, acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>Provide tangible goods, services, or help such as money, household goods, transportation, childcare, assistance accessing health care, help with cooking, cleaning, shopping, repairs, tools/equipment, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational</td>
<td>Provide information about resources, provide advice for problem solving, or guidance about effective courses of action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companionship</td>
<td>Provide sense of belonging, camaraderie, and partnership, often through shared activities such as sports, outdoor activities, arts and entertainment (e.g., movies, theater, museums), restaurants, shopping, parties, trips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>Provide consensus about the prevalence of problems, the normativeness of the individual’s experiences/behavior/feelings, and the individual’s position relative to the population</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Varga & Zaff, 2017
Empowering 16- to 24-year-old young people with career readiness competencies, connection to the world of work, and support from a vast web of caring relationships across contexts can prepare young people to walk a clearer pathway towards employment as they envision and actualize their careers. Becoming Ready, Connected, and Supported to succeed in the workforce requires the alignment of various systems, organizations, and individuals to whom the young person is attached. Thus, a young person’s likelihood of becoming Ready, Connected, and Supported is influenced largely by developmental and environmental factors, including equity and access (or lack thereof) to developmentally rich contexts and opportunities. As such, the Ready, Connected, Supported framework aims to engage a broad community of actors to effectively reshape the youth employment narrative and galvanize support to ensure that all Young people who are searching for work are Employed and Successful.

The Importance of Work in People’s Lives

The prevailing literature on work and careers consistently converges on the notion that work plays a crucial role in people’s lives. When individuals are connected with decent work experiences, employment offers a primary means of fulfilling basic human needs for survival, human connection and relationships, and the expression of self-determination. Employment is critically linked to psychological and physical health and the loss or lack of work is associated with grave outcomes ranging from depression and anxiety to higher rates of illness, death, and suicide. Moreover, work represents a key context in which individuals craft and express their identities, personal interests, and individual and collective values. For some, work represents an enduring source from which to derive personal meaning and fulfill one’s life’s calling. For others, including many young people in America, work’s primary function is to provide a means for accessing sustenance, shelter, and other key resources (e.g., healthcare, education, insurance) to support the wellbeing of themselves and their families. What is borne out by decades of research from the psychological, sociological, and economic sciences is that work is essential to our ability to live healthy, meaningful, and dignified lives.

The Changing Nature of Work

The world of work is changing rapidly. Macro-level social and economic changes spurred by globalization, the expansion of capitalism, technology and automation, political change, and demographic shifts are reworking the economic and labor landscape. As these tides turn, the collection of skills required by workers to maintain a competitive advantage in the 21st century global economy continues to evolve. The wake of these currents, however, extends far beyond the scope of occupational performance. The changing world of work has fundamentally reshaped the notion of what it means to construct a career.

Scholars have increasingly focused on the nature by which the changing world of work has dismantled historical ‘meta-narratives’ describing the lifelong progression through a linear, predictable, and stable career. The process of selecting and entering into a career characterized by stability, advancement, and long-term security has long been a privilege reserved for more socially and economically advantaged groups. However, the changing nature of work yields a broad impact on the working lives of individuals and communities with complex implications stretching across divisions of class, geography, education, and race/ethnicity. Young people today are required to be lifelong learners, who will likely have multiple jobs, if not careers, in their lifetimes. As such, young people are called to develop adaptable competencies, upskill (i.e. learning additional skills), re-skill (i.e. learning an entirely new set of skills), and flexibly anticipate their continued adjustment to the many transitions imposed on the lives of workers by the post-industrial world of work. In the wake of change, opportunities to gain early exposure to work and career development opportunities

5 Blustein, 2006; Duffy, Blustein, Diemer, & Auvin, 2016; Kenny & Medvide, 2013; Kenny, Blustein, & Meerkins, 2018
6 Jin, Shah, & Svoboda, 1995; McKee-Ryan, Song, Wanberg, & Kinicki, 2005; Murphy & Athanasou, 1999; Paul & Moser, 2009; Roefs, Shor, Davidson, & Schwartz, 2011; Swanson, 2012
8 Holland, 1997; Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994
9 Brown, 1996
10 Dik, Byrne, & Steger, 2013; Duffy & Sedlacek, 2007
11 Jacobs & Hawley, 2019; World Bank, 2019
13 Arthur & Rousseau, 2001; Briscoe, Hall, & DeMuth, 2006; Mirvis & Hall, 1994; Savickas, 2012
14 Blustein, 2006
15 Blustein & Langan-Fox, 2010; Blustein, 2006
16 Carnevale, Strohle, Ridley, & Guish, 2018; Hartung, Porfeli, & Vondracek, 2005; Illanes et al., 2018; Savickas, 2012
remain integral for young people to foster readiness skills, connectedness to the world of work, and accrue the network of social support required for long-term success.

**The State of Youth Unemployment**

In 2018, the national unemployment rate in the United States was 3.9%, the lowest rate since 1969 and notable in the context of economic recovery from the mid-to-late 2000s.\(^{18}\) Although youth unemployment rates have settled below their pre-recession levels and also remain at historic lows, compared to the overall population, unemployment remains nearly 3.5 times higher (12.9%) for youth ages 16-19 and almost double (6.9%) for young people ages 20-24.\(^{19}\) Moreover, unemployment metrics exclude a great sum of disconnected youth who are not presently searching for work for any number of reasons such as discouragement, caretaking, or other life stressors that impede their ability to focus on finding a job.\(^{20}\) The unfortunate reality is that many young people continue to strive fruitlessly for opportunities to engage with the world of work and chart a career path with the promise of upward mobility.

The influences on the youth unemployment rate are numerous and include both systemic and individual factors that shape young people’s readiness, connection, and support in accessing and thriving in employment. They range from broad economic factors to systemic sociocultural barriers and personal circumstances.\(^{21}\) However, empirical evidence about the drivers and repercussions of the decline in youth employment remains somewhat limited.\(^{22}\)

Youth unemployment tends to be consistently higher than adult and general population rates.\(^{23}\) However, youth unemployment is also generally more volatile and disproportionately prone to fluctuation in response to economic and labor market trends.\(^{24}\) Young people are therefore often more likely to experience the adverse effects of both global and local economic trends such as hiring freezes, layoffs, or industry shifts.\(^{25}\) Thus, more general labor market forces may disproportionately render young people more likely to experience unemployment. Some hypothesize that this may be the case because, on balance, young people tend to possess relatively less human capital and fewer advanced skills to leverage and sustain opportunities within the economy.\(^{26}\)

Overall declines in youth labor force participation (e.g., employment or active searching) are likely a large contributing factor to relative lows in youth unemployment. Over the last 30 years, the number of youth out on the job market has significantly dropped as the labor force participation rates of 16- to 24-year-old young people are on par with historic lows.\(^{27}\) For example, between 2000 and 2014, the total number of employed young people ages 16-19 dropped 36%, despite a 3% increase in the total population of this age range.\(^{28}\) While the number of working youth has declined, individuals ages 55 and over are continuing to work longer than their predecessors, resulting in a rising labor force participation rate among older workers.\(^{29}\) Many may retire from their careers but assume part-time, lower-wage positions, thereby occupying positions that might otherwise provide early work opportunities for youth.\(^{30}\) Declining participation is also due in part to historical trends of young people increasingly forgoing youth employment opportunities in favor of educational enrollment, a point that is particularly salient during and following periods of economic recession and reflected in the sharp declines in youth employment following the 2007-2009 recession.\(^{31}\) With a tightening market, increasing sociocultural cues to attend college, and the burgeoning proliferation of postsecondary education institutions, many youth may opt for an education over occupation.

Although a concerted focus on education attainment may lead to improved post-graduation career prospects for some youth, there remain considerable issues surrounding equitable access and persistence to and through college that can undermine long-term career prospects. Although the national high school
graduation rate has continued to improve, rates for youth of color and youth from low-income communities continue to be lower than the national average, contributing to inequities in preparation and college readiness. Moreover, retention rates for postsecondary degrees remain relatively low and highly variable by institution type and student characteristics. In 2011, only 57% of those seeking a degree graduated within six years. Although four-year nonprofit institutions demonstrated the highest completion rates (76%), graduation rates at two-year public schools were approximately half as high (38%). This may be due in part to the finding that an estimated one third of students who enter college are deemed unprepared and are required to take remedial classes, a practice which bears considerable costs and limited evidence in effectively enhancing students’ skills.

Systemic barriers and differences across sociocultural and economic dimensions further contribute to inequitable postsecondary outcomes for students. Better resourced postsecondary institutions and those that spend more on resources (e.g., greater funds used for instruction) have significantly better graduation rates even after accounting for individual differences among the students. Better resourced institutions, however, tend to have higher proportions of affluent and largely White students. Thus, although the number of youth enrolling in post-secondary education is rising, the enrollment, practices, and outcomes embodied by institutions of higher education continue to favor more socially and economically privileged students.

As such, many young people struggle to traverse postsecondary education systems and are forced to confront the labor market with insufficient credentials or education to unlock the gates of opportunity. Less-educated youth have a greater risk of unemployment with recent estimates suggesting that unemployment rates are two to three times higher for youth with a high school degree compared to those with a college or associate’s degree. Leaving school without a degree is the most widespread for community college students and those with low test scores who enroll in four-year degree programs. Such leaks in the school-to-work pipeline are critical problems and leaving school early without the necessary credentials is cited as a key factor contributing to youth unemployment.

Further still, the number of in-school youth who work has also declined significantly in recent years. In 2018, only about one third (34%) of youth in high school or college were employed, whereas nearly half of in-school youth held jobs in 2000. Initial work experiences for both in- and out-of-school youth are crucial to establish connections to the world of work, learn how to succeed in the workplace, and demonstrate their value. Internships and apprenticeships, for example, can be foundational entry points to the labor market and can bridge the school-to-work transition by tying together academic learning with applied work experience. Early work experiences also enable youth to signal that they have key readiness skills, as prior work experience means that previous employers can corroborate a young person’s self-reported competencies to prospective employers. Work-based learning provides an avenue for young people to develop readiness skills, establish connectedness to the world of work, and cultivate supportive relationships in workplace contexts. Many young people, however, face an uncertain labor market devoid of the education and applied work experience necessary to gain entry.
Although many youth struggle to get a foot in and leg up in the labor market, there are approximately 7.5 million job openings, many of which include entry-level roles, yet 46% of employers report difficulty filling jobs, often attributing this challenge to talent shortages. The paradox of high rates of youth unemployment amidst an apparent job-rich environment is hypothesized to reflect additional problems with the school-to-work pipeline. Some have attributed this to misalignment between the preparation offered through education systems and the modern demands of the labor market. For example, employers and scholars report that graduates often lack the discipline-specific and transferable skills needed to be successful in today’s world of work, suggesting demand for revisioning the ways that education systems and other developmental contexts prepare young people for the workforce. This gap also suggests an opportunity to better align degree requirements and evaluated competencies with college and career readiness standards and labor market demands to improve the transition from school to work.

Others have attributed the mismatch between youth and employers to biases in institutional perceptions and hiring practices that disproportionately affect young people or other candidates that do not fit conventional hiring criteria. Many employers perceive youth as having a “skills gap” in which they lack the tools to be adequately prepared for work. Although recent studies indicate that many out-of-work youth possess similar skill profiles as currently employed individuals, employers continue to depend on indicators traditionally believed to be positively associated with workplace success, such as age, experience, and most notably educational attainment. Employers’ allegiance to proxies, such as education level, may not be the most accurate predictors for success in entry-level jobs, yet serve as gatekeepers barring many unemployed young people from positions for which they do in fact have the necessary capacities and skills. Unilateral reliance on such indicators may lead employers to overlook adroit youth who are prepared, capable, and eager to work. For instance, employers want a broader pool of talent to recruit from, yet only 44% of employers are seeking talent through alternative sources such as youth-serving workforce development or career pathways programs. Some companies have begun to realize that they may miss out on talented young people for entry-level positions if they cite a four-year degree as a job requirement; however, historical industry practices remain an obstacle.

Although youth unemployment has rebounded to pre-recession rates, young people, including both currently employed and unemployed youth, may continue to experience the rippling effects of the late 2000s recession. Many young people who were able to find work during and after the recession saw fewer opportunities for career advancement, lower job satisfaction, and suppressed earnings, due to high levels of competition and increased fiscal constraints during the slump. For example, although median hourly earnings remained relatively stagnant for workers over 25 from 2000-2014, wages fell by approximately 6% and 5% for youth ages 16-19 and 20-24, respectively. Such effects pose a dual influence on youth labor participation as some youth may select out of opportunities deemed not economically viable whereas others are confronted with increasingly vulnerable occupational footing. Notably, many young people who became precariously employed during or after the recession took low-wage occupations, which is a well-documented risk factor for future unemployment.

Precarious employment—work that is unstable, insecure, or temporary—among youth, however, is not unique to periods of economic depression. Structural changes globally are imposing new levels of economic precarity on the market at large. Increasing globalization and technological advancements from artificial intelligence to machine learning have given rise to the growing movement toward unpredictable, irregular, and temporary work sometimes referred to as “gig” work. Moreover, some have described the growing chasm between “good” and “bad” jobs wherein the burgeoning growth

---

45 BLS, 2019; Canner et al., 2015; Manpower Group, 2016
46 Quintini, Martin, & Martin, 2007; Ryan, 2001
47 Lau, Wilkins-Yel, & Wong, 2019
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50 Canner, Carlton, Halfteck, & Irons, 2015
51 Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018
52 Canner et al., 2015; Grads of Life & Accenture, 2018
53 Harrington et al., 2016
54 Manpower Group, 2016
55 Grads of Life & Accenture, 2018
56 World Bank, 2019
57 Kalleberg & von Wachter, 2017
58 Ross & Svakulka, 2015
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of high and low-skill jobs persists while middle-skill jobs dissolve, leaving little scaffolding for young workers to find an upwardly mobile path toward opportunity.\textsuperscript{61} This can sometimes have the effect of leaving some young people underemployed, stagnating in positions in which their education, skills, and training are underutilized.\textsuperscript{62} With the intensifying competition, fewer opportunities, and a transitioning landscape in which workers increasingly bear the risks that were once incumbent on organizations and employers, young people and others with less human and social capital and resources grow ever more vulnerable in the world of work.\textsuperscript{63}

In addition to the wide range of economic and educational influences on youth employment, a young person’s developmental circumstances and affordances bear immense influence on career and work outcomes. Many risk-immersed young people are confronted by a wealth of barriers to career and workforce development. Empirical research indicates that, compared to their more connected peers, young people who experience disconnection from school and/or work may be more likely to experience homelessness, poverty, early parenting or caregiving responsibilities, major mental health issues, incarceration, disability, peer networks with lower educational achievement, and lower educational qualifications and social supports.\textsuperscript{64}

While many so-called disconnected youth may not identify with descriptors imposed by industry or academics (e.g., “risk-immersed,” “disconnected,” “Opportunity Youth”), young people do keenly recognize the many barriers that block their paths to school and workplace success.\textsuperscript{65} For example, young people themselves report job availability, work experience, education, transportation, family responsibilities, criminal record, credit issues, and uncertainty about how to engage in the job search process as key obstacles to work.\textsuperscript{66} Moreover, young people who experience prejudice, discrimination, and systemic bias may be more likely to disconnect from both education and the job market because of structural barriers, lack of access to opportunities and resources, and internalized messages that they will not succeed.\textsuperscript{67}

Exposure to adversity and other barriers does not guarantee that risk-immersed youth will experience negative educational and career outcomes, as protective factors such as social supports or resilient coping can buffer the negative impacts of stressors on developmental outcomes.\textsuperscript{68} For many young people who experience disruptions in their education and career trajectories, however, barriers are neither singular nor easily resolved, but rather are cumulative, chronic, and co-occurring. Previous research by the Center for Promise indicated that, among a sample of young people disconnected from both school and work, more than half experienced five or more adverse life experiences—approximately twice as many youth who remained connected.\textsuperscript{69} This figure also surpasses thresholds documented within the literature over recent years, which suggest that young people who experience three or more adversities are at heightened vulnerability for less favorable psychological, education, and physical health outcomes.\textsuperscript{70} Navigating multiple adversities across developmental contexts and time may require a young person and their support network to divert substantial resources (e.g., internal, external) away from school and career to cope with more immediate demands.\textsuperscript{71}

Attending to multiple adversities may overwhelm individual resilience, impede one’s availability to engage productively with education and career contexts, and negatively influence career development processes.\textsuperscript{72}

Overall, trends indicate that U.S. youth labor force participation continues to decline and although youth unemployment rates have similarly decreased, the percentage of young people searching and unable to connect with work remains persistently higher than the overall population. It is important to note that while youth unemployment globally has garnered substantial attention, it continues to be underappreciated in research and as a policy intervention in the U.S.\textsuperscript{73} Other countries have integrated work-based learning and vocational training into their education systems, leading to readiness for well-respected jobs with decent salaries.\textsuperscript{74} Although international efforts provide useful insights, the U.S. has distinct characteristics (e.g., lower levels of public education and the job market because of structural barriers, lack of access to opportunities and resources, and internalized messages that they will not succeed.\textsuperscript{67}}
support for government assistance) that prohibit a simple adoption of foreign solutions.\textsuperscript{75} Despite the challenges and demand for increased attention toward youth employment, many stakeholders, including youth, political leaders, practitioners, and employers, recognize the power and importance of changing the narrative and practices around youth employment. These individuals and systems are working to address the many barriers to youth career development and employment. However, progress takes time and multifaceted problems require comprehensive solutions.\textsuperscript{76}

\textbf{The Costs of Youth Unemployment}

Youth unemployment comes at a high price. While a range of factors influences long-term employment outcomes, unemployment during adolescence and young adulthood is associated with higher levels and a longer duration of unemployment during later adulthood.\textsuperscript{77} Economists have referred to this as a “scarring effect” in which previous unemployment disrupts human capital development and earnings, provides problematic signals to future prospective employers, and invokes problematic downstream effects on earnings and employment.\textsuperscript{78} Youth who are unable to obtain steady employment before age 25 will earn 44\% less than their peers over their lifetime.\textsuperscript{79} The longitudinal economic impact of youth unemployment imposes lifelong constraints on access to resources that are critical to the survival and well-being of workers and their families.\textsuperscript{80} However, obtaining a high-wage job following unemployment can buffer the likelihood of future unemployment,\textsuperscript{81} underscoring the importance of connecting unemployed youth with high-quality jobs, particularly youth who have experienced involuntary disconnection from previous work experiences.

Early work and learning experiences help youth gain exposure to the world of work, clarify their personal attributes and career options aligned with those attributes, and build the competencies, confidence, and hope to establish a vision of themselves in and through work.\textsuperscript{82} Particularly for young people not pursuing four-year degrees, less work experience early on (e.g., high school) is associated with future unemployment and lower earnings.\textsuperscript{83} Without the structure and learning that employment provides, youth are at a greater risk for a range of adverse outcomes including criminal activity, future unemployment, and physical and mental health concerns.\textsuperscript{84} Unemployment and the inability to establish a positive connection to the world of work early in young people’s lives, therefore, pose significant costs on individuals’ lives and futures.

Moreover, youth unemployment imposes immense costs to society. In dollar terms, the loss largely accounted for in uncollected taxes is estimated at approximately $25 billion a year and a total of $1.6 trillion over their lifetimes.\textsuperscript{85} Lost wages impact the economy through less spending and consequently slower growth for businesses and the economy as a whole.\textsuperscript{86} Relatedly, young people who are unable to provide for themselves through work often end up depending financially on their families and government programs.\textsuperscript{87} Examining several of the direct costs associated with youth disconnection (i.e. related to incarceration, Medicaid, public assistance, and supplemental security income payments), Lewis and Burd-Sharps\textsuperscript{88} calculated the cost to taxpayers at $26.8 billion in 2013; a sum that would pay for 2.2 million individuals to complete community college degrees or more than 800,000 to attain a trade school degree. The financial costs of youth unemployment are tremendous, as is the demand for reenvisioning our collective efforts to empower young people toward more connected work lives in which their endless potential is better understood, supported, and leveraged toward individual and social impact.

\hspace{2cm} "Building your network is important in helping you reach your personal and professional goals. When starting my first company OpportuniMe, I didn’t have any knowledge on entrepreneurship or business, but I met mentors who helped me get it off the ground.”

\hspace{2cm} -Miracle Olutunji, Northeastern University Student, Author and Creator of OpportuniMe
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The Center for Promise adopts a positive youth development approach, which emphasizes the potential of all youth, the importance of youth voice, and the critical value of a robust web of supportive relationships.\textsuperscript{89} Moreover, the YES Project and the Ready, Connected, Supported framework assume that there are multiple pathways to success and that young people should be supported in following the trajectory that is well-suited to their unique characteristics, motivations, interests, circumstances, and needs. Finally, the YES Project recognizes that not all employment is created equal and that the quality of one’s work experience is a critical determinant of a young person’s occupational experience and long-term career and life success. Bearing that in mind, the YES Project supports the notion that all youth have a right to decent work experiences in which they can experience dignified and safe working conditions.\textsuperscript{90}

\section*{Positive Youth Development}

The guiding conceptual position of the Ready, Connected, Supported framework is situated in a positive youth development (PYD) perspective. PYD perspectives derive from Relational Developmental Systems Theory and offer a strengths-based perspective aimed to challenge historically deterministic and deficit-oriented narratives about young people and how they develop.\textsuperscript{91, 92} The PYD approach posits that all youth have the potential to thrive, positively shape their own developmental outcomes, and contribute to the people and communities in which they are embedded. To understand how a young person can reach their potential, one first must recognize that human development is characterized by the dynamic relationship between a person and that person’s context. A person’s context includes all of the people, places, systems, and institutions with which the person interacts. Other outside factors are also implicated in how people develop and are worth consideration. These factors include how teachers and school counselors are trained, the policies that schools and communities design and implement, and the cultural norms of the given society.

One cannot solely focus on one factor in a young person’s life (e.g., school, a job training program) to optimize that youth’s career and workforce development. Instead, the focus should be on the full “developmental system” within which a young person is embedded, which is referred to as a youth system. The range of contexts and influences within a youth system may offer varying profiles of developmental supports and barriers. Moreover, these context characteristics may be more or less congruent with a young person’s strengths and needs. When developmental resources within the system are
aligned with the attitudes, attributes, and competencies of the young person, it is considered a supportive youth system (see Figure 1).

PYD models seek to promote multiple pathways to positive outcomes by aligning characteristics of youth and their various social contexts. Moreover, differences in developmental outcomes, such as employment and career outcomes, are viewed, in part, as a function of inequitable access to developmental assets and supportive environments. Exposure to supportive conditions, however, can improve developmental trajectories among youth who have not previously experienced such resources, reducing outcome disparities. PYD theory and literature further suggest that positive outcomes are more likely to be achieved when interventions engage more aspects of a youth system rather than fewer.

Bearing these principles in mind, becoming Ready, Connected, and Supported is not an exclusively internal process, incumbent upon the young person or embodied simply by a mindset or maturation. It requires implementing strategies to cultivate supportive youth systems, minding the role of the multiple contexts in which youth are embedded, how those contexts relate to one another, and how those contexts change over time. The agency that young people have and their lived experiences should be acknowledged and should inform how youth are

![Figure 1. Positive Youth Development from a Supportive Youth System Perspective](image)

**Six Features of the Positive Youth Development Perspective**

1. All youth have the potential for positive development.
2. Positive developmental trajectories are more likely when youth are embedded in nurturing environments (e.g., relationships, contexts, and ecologies).
3. Positive development is more likely when youth engage with multiple, nutrient-rich environments.
4. All youth, across socio-demographic identities (e.g., race, gender, socioeconomic status), benefit from nurturing environments that offer key developmental assets (e.g., support, empowerment). However, PYD strategies may vary as a function of social location.
5. Communities (e.g., neighborhoods, individuals, formal programs) are critical delivery systems for PYD.
6. Youth are agents in their own development and untapped resources for cultivating relationships and environments that facilitate PYD.

Source: Benson et al, 2006

---
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The YES Project embraces the notion that there are multiple pathways to multiple destinations and no single prescriptive formula can chart the career development of all young people. Communities can optimize those trajectories for each young person by providing school-to-work pipelines and workforce systems that facilitate a “portfolio of options” with “multiple on-ramps and off-ramps” that are responsive to young people’s shifting needs and strengths, as well as those of the workforce.\(^{100}\) This approach is consistent with career pathways models advanced by the federal government and adopted by many youth-serving organizations, education, and workforce development programs.\(^{101}\) Empowering young people to envision avenues that are well-suited to their attributes and aspirations and providing appropriately tailored support can help young people realize improved workforce outcomes.\(^{102}\)

Educational attainment remains a critical factor shaping workforce outcomes. The pathways available to young people can vary dramatically depending on their quality and levels of education. For example, prior to globalization and recent technological advances, two-thirds of jobs required a high school diploma or less whereas today, two out of three jobs require at least some post-secondary training or education after high school.\(^{103}\) Brokering equitable access to effective post-secondary education remains a key issue confronting the country. Investing in human capital development through effective postsecondary education is a key avenue through which young people can optimize their career trajectories. However, opportunities for decent work and sustainable career paths can begin at various levels of education. A recent report by Carnevale and colleagues at the Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, describes three primary pathways to good jobs: the high school, middle-skills, and bachelor’s degree pathways.\(^{104}\) This report, coupled with a recent study by Ross and Holmes, describing the characteristics of out-of-work young people, provides a deeper understanding of who unemployed youth are and how they traverse educational pathways toward work.\(^{105}\)

Multiple Pathways for All Young People

“In theory, the path to employment providing financial security in adulthood is simple: Finish high school, enroll in and complete college or training that is affordable and a good fit, gain some work experience along the way, and launch a career. Yet data are clear that this path does not work equally well for all.” \(^{98}\)

Consistent with a PYD perspective, the Ready, Connected, Supported framework embraces the notion that all young people are able to grow and contribute.\(^{99}\) However, not all young people’s careers will progress linearly, in similar directions, at the same rates, or through identical mechanisms. Similarly, the resources and opportunities available to young people may vary widely as a function of the families, communities, systems (e.g., educational, economic/labor, social), and institutions (e.g., occupational organizations/corporations) in which they are embedded. In short, variation in individual and contextual characteristics can lead to diverse trajectories to and through the workforce. The Ready, Connected, Supported framework therefore also acknowledges and values the diversity of pathways along which individual career trajectories may progress. Infinite combinations of individual and contextual factors interact to shape an individual’s career path at all phases of one’s career.
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Supported, including and especially on their career path.\(^{97}\) Anchoring career development in PYD suggests that all youth have the potential to thrive in the workforce when provided with the conditions that support their needs, strengths, and ambitions. The YES Project believes that the best way to optimize workforce outcomes for youth is by shaping the systems in which youth are embedded to cultivate the conditions necessary for youth to be ready, connected, and supported and empower youth to navigate the world of work with agency.
1. High School Degree or Less

Eighteen to 24-year-olds with a high school degree or less make up the largest group of youth who are out of work (62%). These youth often are unattached to the world of work and as they get older (22- to 24-year-olds) are more likely to be disconnected from education as well. Every year in which youth with a high school degree or less are out of school or out of work poses increased challenges to reversing the course. For instance, 22- to 24-year-olds are significantly more likely to have children, be single parents, live in poverty, receive government benefits, and discontinue their search for work compared to their 18- to 22-year-old counterparts. Moreover, many GED programs, postsecondary education, job training, and other community-based organizations lack the funding to provide the intensive outreach required to identify and engage the older cohort of young people under 25. As such, older cohorts of young people may be less likely to receive the targeted supports they require to manage their increasing responsibilities and augment their long-term education and employment prospects.

Despite these challenges, it is important to maintain sight of the fact that the high school degree pathway still comprises 13 million jobs or 20% of good jobs. Many on this pathway begin in entry-level jobs and continuously advance to be managers, supervisors, and other higher-ranking positions across a range of fields including construction, retail, administrative support, and more. Therefore, connecting these young people with entry-level work may be a seminal step to developing along more positive workforce trajectories.

2. Middle-skill

The majority of youth that fall into the middle-skill pathway have enrolled in postsecondary education but do not have a postsecondary degree (32%). The majority are seeking employment. Additionally, they are most likely to identify as a student given that they enrolled in postsecondary education at some point after high school. In general, they are typically in a better position simply through their greater connectedness to school and work than those with a high school degree or less.

Middle-skills jobs were traditionally blue-collar jobs but now include more technical jobs across both blue-collar industries as well as other services such as healthcare, computer programming and operations, surveying and mapping, law enforcement, and more. Much of the workforce development training efforts in the U.S. have focused on preparing youth for this evolving echelon of middle-skills jobs. Many modern approaches to career and technical education, including apprenticeships, work-based learning, career and technical education, and associate degree programs have been designed to respond to the need for middle-skills jobs. Although the number of manufacturing jobs that historically made up the majority of middle-skilled jobs has declined, the changing middle-skills pathway comprises 24% of “good” jobs.

3. Bachelor’s Degree

Unemployed youth with a bachelor’s degree represent the smallest cluster of out-of-work youth (6%). This cluster of unemployed youth is composed primarily of young people ages 22 to 24 years old. Nearly one-fifth (18%) were in school in the past year, completing college, and almost half (47%) worked in the past year. Two-thirds still live with their parents; however, their median family income ($92,000) is higher than any of the other groups. This is likely a combination of their parents’ and their own income. However, almost one-fourth of these youth still live in poverty. Ross and Holmes suggest that this may be a result of being at the beginning of their careers or alternative reasons that are not well understood. Since this group makes up the smallest out-of-work group (6%), the sample size may make it difficult to understand the nuance factors affecting this population. Nonetheless, the small proportion of unemployed youth with bachelor’s degrees further reinforces the value of a postsecondary degree.
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Unsurprisingly, the bachelor’s degree pathway accounts for the majority (56%) of “good” jobs available in today’s labor market. It is estimated that 74% of all jobs requiring a bachelor’s degree are considered good jobs.118 These jobs include a range of professional and technical occupations including doctors, lawyers, computer programmers, accountants, managers, and others. While youth with bachelor’s degrees tend to be more engaged both with school and work, they can still benefit greatly from work-based learning opportunities and apprenticeships, as well as certifications.119 The degree itself holds a certain signaling value that sets these youth apart, but the degree alone does not guarantee that youth will be Ready, Connected, and Supported to succeed at work. Moreover, although perspectives in the education, workforce, and related policy arenas remain unilaterally supportive of college and career readiness, higher education, and formal credentials, the transition to postsecondary education pathways is often riddled with insurmountable barriers for many youth including adverse life experiences that can knock them off positive pathways.120

THE YES PROJECT FRAMEWORK: READY CONNECTED SUPPORTED

The YES Project’s basic assumptions suggest that all young people have potential to successfully traverse the various career pathways leading to employment. Moreover, the YES Project suggests that a young person’s likelihood of doing so increases when they are equipped with relevant competencies, connected and engaged in key learning experiences, and surrounded by caring relationships and resources necessary for success. Thus, the Ready, Connected, Supported framework describes several elements that can benefit all young people in realizing improved work and career outcomes. Readiness, connectedness, and support do not equate to a simple linear formula for career success, but are rather multidimensional, interrelated, and mutually facilitative constructs that may shape career trajectories in complex and non-linear ways. For example, higher levels of readiness may unlock opportunities to connect with the world of work in new or more sophisticated ways. At the same time, however, connectedness with the world of work through key learning experiences can help grow readiness competencies. Similarly, connectedness with key learning opportunities within the world of work can expose young people to new supportive relationships; however, existing supportive relationships might also connect a young person to an opportunity or teach them a skill that grows their readiness for the world of work. Thus, each of the Ready, Connected, Supported constructs can influence and be influenced by one another as they interact to shape a young person’s career development processes. As mentioned, the early phases of the YES Project research agenda will aim to further refine the framework’s vision by leveraging youth voice to inform the understanding of what it means to be Ready, Connected, and Supported. As a preliminary step, the YES Project’s working definitions of these concepts is described as follows, informed by existing literature.

READY

Young people require a range of skills and competencies to be ready for today’s world of work. As the world of work continues to shift, the rungs of the once linear career ladder are disappearing, supplanted by a complex lattice of possible routes. Although acquisition of the skills necessary for the career climb has always posed greater barriers to young people with the fewest social supports, opportunities, and advantages, the “boundaryless and protean” nature of careers in the 21st century presents even greater hurdles to charting and maneuvering one’s course.121 Consequently, conventional notions of career readiness and the strategies by which communities prepare youth for their journey must shift in concert with the evolving work landscape.122
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Bearing these considerations in mind, what does it mean for young people to be career-ready in today’s labor market? In a basic sense, career readiness describes the foundational skills needed across all roles and industries. Readiness, however, is not simply a fixed set of capacities that a young person innately possesses, rendering them universally prepared for all jobs or sectors. Rather, career readiness is a dynamic, developmental, contextual, and relational construct that varies for each young person and their unique situation at various time points across the lifespan and based on the unique historical era in which they are situated.

The YES Project, therefore, views readiness as a function of the unique characteristics of each individual (e.g., ability, motivations, interests), the characteristics of their relevant environments (e.g., occupations, local economy, industry trends, historical periods), and the particular nature of the relation between these individual and environmental characteristics. Thus, from a PYD perspective, readiness describes the alignment between the individual and environmental characteristics that shape a person’s capacity for, and optimize the probability of, adapting successfully to develop positively, operate successfully in their work-related roles, and achieve their career and life goals.

Common Terms to Describe Career and Workforce Readiness Skills

- Soft skills
- Nonacademic skills
- Transferable skills
- Work preparedness
- 21st century skills
- Employability skills

Over recent years, a proliferation of efforts to define, operationalize, and measure readiness have emerged in the education, psychological, and economic sciences. These definitions have traditionally emphasized the personal factors describing various adaptive competencies, traits, attitudes, abilities, and behaviors possessed and expressed by the individual in service of successful occupational performance and long-term career outcomes. Although there remains little consensus in defining career or workforce readiness, the existing literature offers valuable insights into some of the common factors across frameworks. An analysis of several available career readiness frameworks (see Appendix, Table 2) illustrates several dimensions that are widely featured in existing research. Based on the authors’ approach of crosswalking a selection of existing career readiness frameworks, career readiness describes three areas under which a wide range of discrete skills, competencies, attitudes, and behaviors are clustered: (a) Education/Certification, Skills (e.g., Cognitive, Basic Academic, Applied, Technical, Cross-cutting skills) and Lifelong Learning, (b) Social and Emotional Competencies (c) and Career Management Competencies.

It is critical to bear in mind that the collection of skills that young people require do not lend themselves to neat or easy categorization. The difficulty of cleanly categorizing skillsets, particularly with regard to academic, cognitive, and social and emotional skills highlights the immense overlap across areas and the dynamic nature by which these skills blend together in infinite permutations to form hybrid skills (e.g., collaborative problem solving, written/oral communication). For instance, the modern workforce often demands that workers collaboratively problem solve, critically analyze and communicate technical information in social contexts, maintain individual focus and facilitate collective engagement, and engage in advanced decision making while weighing task-related goals alongside social responsibilities to oneself and others.

Many of these competencies include a blend of cognitive, emotional, and social dimensions that together constitute a layered profile of skills that are both basic and applied, intrapersonal and interpersonal, specific and global, and replicable as well as adaptable. Much of this reflects the growing sophistication of demands imposed by the modern economy. However, complex hybrid
s have undergirded efforts to advance complex solutions to complex problems confronting humankind for centuries.\textsuperscript{127} Moreover, the interrelation of these skillsets begins far before young people enter the workplace. Cognitive, social, and emotional competencies develop interdependently from early childhood, connected through their role in, and common reliance on, the biological and developmental parameters that govern foundational brain and skill development and are shaped across the lifespan by the interplay of genetics and lived experience.\textsuperscript{128} As such, the myriad competencies comprising career readiness should be understood as interdependent and reciprocally related despite attempts at clear categorization. Moreover, evidence of the relative importance of each dimension is limited. The three dimensions of readiness are therefore presented below with no implied order of importance, but rather as complementary parts of a whole, describing the assets that young people need to thrive in the world of work.

**Education/Certification, Cognitive and Technical Skills, and Lifelong Learning**

The first component of career readiness involves educational attainment and developing the range of cognitive and technical competencies required to perform successfully in the workplace. Educational attainment remains a key bargaining chip in the labor market with implications on lifelong career opportunities, trajectories, and outcomes (e.g., earnings, health).\textsuperscript{129} Formal educational attainment (e.g., high school diploma, post-secondary certifications, associate degree, bachelor’s degree, advanced degrees) can unlock new echelons of occupations for young people and furnish access to higher-wage, sustainable career pathways.\textsuperscript{130} For example, longitudinal studies indicate that among students with some postsecondary education, high school diploma attainment only, and individuals who do not complete high school, the latter two groups were more likely to work in “easy-entry-easy-exit” industries and experience episodic, lower wage work.\textsuperscript{131}

In addition, young people require a range of demonstrable cognitive and technical skills to perform sufficiently the duties associated with a given occupation and justify one’s sustained employment or advancement. These competencies range from cognitive skills to core academic skills and basic knowledge to more applied skills and “cross-cutting capabilities”.\textsuperscript{132} Cognitive skills refer to the basic cognitive processes and strategies that support verbal, literacy, numeracy, scientific, and artistic aptitudes.\textsuperscript{133} Previous educational and employment research has emphasized English language abilities (e.g., vocabulary, reading comprehension, spelling, capitalization), mathematics competencies (e.g., math concepts, problem-solving, computation), and other aptitudes falling within the purview of cognitive, intellectual, or executive functioning competencies (e.g., abstract or mechanical reasoning, visualization, memory).\textsuperscript{134} Cognitive skills are related strongly to individual earnings, as well as population-level income distribution and economic growth.\textsuperscript{135} Moreover, economic studies have demonstrated that the explanatory impact of cognitive skills on wages has increased historically over time in the U.S. and increasingly explains individual wage growth over the course of the lifespan.\textsuperscript{136} Cognitive skills, therefore, remain foundationally important as the knowledge economy evolves and appear especially instrumental to career advancement.

Cognitive skills are the building blocks that support the acquisition of basic knowledge and core academic skills, as well as more advanced, applied, or higher order competencies. Examples of basic knowledge and core academic skills drawn from existing models of career readiness include English language (spoken), reading comprehension (English), writing (English), mathematics, and science.\textsuperscript{137} Existing frameworks also include core subject literacy in 21st century domains such as government, civics, economics, finance, business, science, environment, health, humanities, arts, foreign
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languages, history, geography, and global awareness among others. Exposure to these domains instills key content knowledge relevant to roles within a range of industries, career clusters, and pathways.

Cognitive skills and basic knowledge provide a foundation for higher order competencies, applied skills, learning and innovation skills, and cross-cutting capabilities. These capacities include thinking and learning skills, critical thinking, problem-solving, creativity and innovation, communication, collaborative communication and problem-solving, and a range of information, media, and technology skills. Applied skills prepare young people to leverage basic skills and knowledge in service of complex tasks associated with valued occupational objectives or goals. The collection of applied and cross-cutting skills represents the essence of the movement toward teaching 21st century skills as they describe “an emphasis on what students can do with knowledge, rather than what units of knowledge they have”.139

The mechanisms by which education attainment and skill development relate to one another and contribute toward improved economic and workforce outcomes have produced several key theoretical positions within economic and sociological studies of labor. Human capital perspectives suggest that education and training provide a vehicle for skill acquisition, rendering more highly educated and trained individuals more competent to meet the needs of key occupations within the market and thereby more attractive to employers.140 Credentialist perspectives, however, suggest that the value and effectiveness of education systems as a mechanism for in-demand skill conferral has been overstated, instead asserting education’s utility as a cultural status marker, signaling one’s trustworthiness and value by virtue of social similarity to labor market power brokers.141 Relatively recent economic studies examining predictors of economic growth in 31 countries over a three decade period (1960-1990) found that educational achievement test performance (e.g., proxy for cognitive skills) was much more robustly associated with economic growth than was years of schooling.142 Nonetheless, both positions offer important insights into the relationship between education and employability. The empirical research converges to suggest that both the bargaining capital of degree attainment (e.g., credentialism) and one’s cognitive skills (e.g., human capital) provide unique explanatory power, as well as limitations, in predicting workforce outcomes (e.g., employment, earnings). As such, one’s education level as well as one’s demonstrable competencies represent important complementary dimensions of career readiness.

Moreover, maintaining a proactive stance toward lifelong learning and skill development is instrumental toward managing one’s career readiness. Doing so can help workers maintain their competitive value, stay in step with evolving market demands, and take advantage of new opportunities to grow.

**Social and Emotional Competencies**

Historically, employers evaluated job applicants based on their knowledge and technical skills within a certain domain.144 However, in today’s world, these aptitudes are only a piece of the puzzle; a person’s long-term success is based on more than their academic achievement and hard skills. Thus, the need for strong social and emotional skills across domains, in addition to cognitive skills, are of utmost importance in the constantly changing world of work.145

Social and emotional skills describe a collection of intra- and interpersonal awareness and regulation competencies required to manage oneself in the workplace. Intrapersonal competencies include personal emotional and behavioral indicators of grit, resilience, perseverance, productivity and accountability, initiative and self-direction, conscientiousness, maintaining composure, self-awareness, positive core self-evaluation and awareness of strengths and interests, making informed decisions, keeping an open mind, and remaining flexible.
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and adaptable. Social and emotional learning (SEL) competencies also include interpersonal skill sets such as socializing with others, leadership, teamwork and collaboration, acting honestly and ethically, communication skills, and a high priority on cross-cultural skills and global or intercultural fluency. As mentioned, SEL competencies often contribute to higher-order hybrid skills in which a confluence of applied cognitive or technical skills and SEL skills enable workers to achieve more complex tasks or objectives (e.g., collaborative problem solving, flexibility, teamwork, technical assistance or communication).146

Employers are increasingly interested in applicants who demonstrate the social and emotional competencies that make them ready to be successful on the job, often citing these as more important than cognitive skills.147 For example, eight in 10 employers deem social and emotional skills the most important for employee success but perceive these as the skills most often lacking in prospective job applicants.148 Moreover, emotional intelligence has been significantly associated with resilience and self-perceived employability among young people themselves.149 Developing social and emotional competencies can support occupational performance as well as brokering access and entry to the world of work as young people are increasingly reliant on internal resources and social relationships to enter and establish themselves in the changing labor market.150

Career Management Competencies

Career management competencies describe the range of capacities required to successfully navigate one’s work circumstances and career trajectory over time. For example, Career Construction Theory specifies that in the changing 21st century world of work, individuals construct their careers through a process of adaptively aligning their work roles with their changing self-concept throughout their lives and during times of key transitions (e.g., school-work, job-job, unemployed-employed).151 Moreover, Career Construction Theory suggests that individuals rely on a vocational identity and career adaptability as two key meta-competencies for effectively adapting to the transitions and tasks inherent to career construction in the 21st century.152 Vocational identity provides the individual with a sense of direction to guide occupational decisions, anchored by one’s evolving self-concept and envisioned fit within the world of work. Accordingly, vocational identity formation describes the process of clarifying an understanding of one’s own attributes (e.g., interests, strengths, abilities, values), crystallizing
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this sense of self into a well-defined self-concept, and specifying a congruent occupational choice that enables the expression of one’s self through work.\textsuperscript{157} The establishment of a positive vocational identity is associated with greater life and career satisfaction, improved well-being and mental health, and a successful transition into adulthood.\textsuperscript{158} As described, career adaptability represents the individual’s fund of psychosocial resources to be used toward “coping with current and anticipated tasks, transitions, [and] traumas, in their occupational roles that, to some degree large or small, alter their social integration”.\textsuperscript{159} In constructing a career or enduring occupational transitions, “the meta-competencies of identity and adaptability give individuals a sense of when it is time to change and the capacity to change”.\textsuperscript{160} Thus, in managing one’s career, adaptivity, adaptability, and identity provide the willingness, ability, and direction that guide career management strategies aimed toward adapting to change and fostering social integration through work.

Existing career readiness frameworks include career management competencies that reflect various aspects of career construction processes. For example, the ACT career readiness framework distills the range of career processes through four components of developing self-knowledge, awareness of environmental factors, integration between the two, and continued management of career and education actions.\textsuperscript{161} Other frameworks include aspects such as strong knowledge about oneself, the labor market and occupations (e.g., career clusters, pathways; see Torpey, 2015 for information on the Department of Labor’s career clusters and pathways), various processes related to exploration, occupational fit, planning, goal setting, search and attainment, as well as continued management of one’s career implementation (e.g., further education, advancement). Whereas the actual engagement in career management activities characterizes one’s efforts toward adapting, the traits and competencies, such as the willingness (e.g., adaptivity), resources (e.g., adaptability), and sense of direction (e.g., identity) that underly one’s engagement in these career management activities, best describe the individual’s readiness competencies for career management.\textsuperscript{162}

The construct of career readiness, including a range of education and cognitive skills, social and emotional competencies, and career management capacities, provides a conceptual foundation for projecting one’s likelihood of success in the workplace and across transitions throughout their working lives. Thus, career readiness enables the appraisal (e.g., prospectively, in vivo, or retrospectively) of the degree to which one is prepared to cope adaptively with the tasks or demands of one’s changing needs as well as those of the labor market. Although focusing on a variety of competencies that young people possess or develop is critical, it is also imperative to focus on the extent to which those skills are relevant to the unique social, educational, and labor contexts in which young people are embedded. By emphasizing the importance of adaptation to the changing world of work, communities can better prepare young people with adaptable capacities that are aligned with the unique opportunities and pathways available to the individual.

\section*{CONNECTED}

Connected refers to the YES Project’s conviction that youth benefit from establishing and maintaining a positive, sustained, and developmentally appropriate relationship to the world of work. Connected describes the strength of a young person’s affiliation with the world of work and their own career development. Youth who are connected will have developed and sustained access to, attachment toward, and engagement with the world of work and their working lives. This access, attachment, and engagement extends to the broad range of systems and institutions (e.g., school, labor market, workplace), opportunities and learning experiences (e.g., effective education, formal/informal career development and work-based learning, etc.), relationships, and resources that facilitate positive and developmentally appropriate work-related outcomes (e.g., increased readiness, job search and attainment
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activities, employment and/or advancement, social capital development). Far too many young people possess the strengths and skills that render them ready for work but lack access, attachment, and engagement with the key contexts, activities, and relationships that can foster a sense of connectedness to the world of work, facilitate their entry into the workforce, and provide a platform for success. Stronger affiliation with the systems, institutions, and people that constitute the world of work can increase the likelihood that young people actively engage with the opportunities, crucial learning experiences (e.g., internships, apprenticeships), resources, and relationships that promote Readiness, Support, and positive career outcomes (e.g., gaining employment).

The YES Project’s concept of connectedness derives from developmental and psychological theory, as well as the literatures on school and work connectedness and engagement. The school connectedness literature provides a strong theoretical basis to consider possible dimensions of connectedness. For example, the school connectedness literature suggests that connectedness represents a collection of possible indicators, including one’s attachment, bonding, belonging, engagement, sense of connection, involvement, identification with, and even satisfaction with the institutions, people, and experiences related to school and education. Moreover, efforts to measure school connectedness in the literature have commonly included a range of nine common constructs capturing: (1) academic engagement, (2) belonging, (3) discipline/fairness, (4) extracurricular activities, (5) affinity for school, (6) student voice, (7) peer relations, (8) safety, and (9) teacher support. Among these, two hypothesized dimensions of connectedness may bear unique relevance to understanding young people’s connection to the world of work: attachment and engagement. Both attachment and engagement have bases in the work and careers literature (e.g., vocational psychology, industrial/organizational psychology, management and human resources studies), lending support to the notion that young people benefit from a strong sense of attachment to, and active engagement with, the world of work and the various opportunities, experiences, resources, systems, institutions, and people that facilitate positive career and workforce development.

### Attachment and Belonging in the World of Work

Attachment describes “an enduring affectional bond of substantial intensity”. Early studies in the field of psychology examined the attachment responses and patterns of infants toward their caregivers. These studies posited that infants develop unique relational orientations toward caregivers, in part based on caregivers’ patterns of responsiveness, which shape infants’ distress responses, coping, interactive behaviors, and a range of other relational behaviors. Attachment theorists and researchers suggest that infants with “secure” attachments, typically enjoy high levels of regularity in caregiver responsiveness and rely on their connection to the caregiver as a secure base from which to explore the world around them. Attachment concepts provide a basis for understanding the psychological and emotional bond that the young person experiences toward the world of work, their career, the key institutions or organizations that they are or have been attached to, and the various people in those contexts.

A young person’s attachment to the world of work may be multiform, ecological, and complex. For example, in describing the occupational attachment of workers, Maertz & Campion identify several dimensions of attachment. These dimensions include attachment to constituents (e.g., coworkers), affective attachment, alternative attachments (e.g., perception of other opportunities), behavioral attachment (e.g., explicit reinforcers like wages, experience), calculative attachment (e.g., opportunity prospect), contractual attachment (e.g., obligatory), moral attachment (e.g., ethical reasons), and normative attachment (e.g., messages from external sources). Accordingly, young people may express attachment toward...
abstract personifications of the world of work broadly, their careers and the role of work in their life, a given organization or institution such as a workplace or school, their particular occupational role or associated tasks, and of course, the many people with whom they interact in key work-related contexts. As such, the YES Project maintains a pluralistic and ecological perspective on attachment to describe various instantiations comprising one’s overall sense of relatedness toward the world of work, the relevant systems, institutions, and organizations therein (e.g., school, workplace, training program), and the many people that fill these contexts with whom young people develop interpersonal attachments.

Applications of attachment theory to career development have focused largely on the role of interpersonal relatedness (e.g., attachment, intimacy, mutuality, trust) in facilitating positive individual outcomes. Kenny, Blustein, and Meerkins distil relational perspectives on career development along four key principles outlining the importance of relationships to work as follows:

1. work is a key context and conduit for human connection,
2. close relationships across contexts bear complex and reciprocal interactions with our working lives,
3. both past and present relationships influence career development processes across the lifespan (e.g., decisions, exploration, implementation, adaptation, advancement), and
4. sociocultural influences and locations (e.g., status, marginalization) condition work and relationships, their meaning, and the interactional dynamics within and across life domains, opportunities, and outcomes.

For example, numerous studies illustrate that one’s sense of attachment to key relationships across life contexts (e.g., parents, peers) positively influences career identity development, career exploration and commitment, career decision making self-efficacy, career orientation, career congruence, greater adjustment to work, and individual wellbeing. Moreover, studies suggest that coworkers attachment is associated with positive workplace culture (e.g., civility, psychological safety), exhaustion, retention and turnover intentions, emotion regulation behaviors, and organizational citizenship. In fact, among two samples of emerging adult low-wage, low-skill service workers, coworker attachment was found to be the only significant predictor of turnover, even after controlling for attachment to the job itself, job satisfaction, and job commitment. Relational attachments within and outside of work therefore bear immense influence on our working lives.

Social capital perspectives suggest that it is particularly important for young people to develop attachment and integration within networks of relationships with high degrees of social capital. Social capital represents the fund of social resources that are developed, distributed, and accessed among people and institutions within a common network. Youth development research indicates importance associations between social capital and a range of academic, vocational, and psychosocial outcomes. Thus, connected includes the importance that all young people, especially job-seeking youth, develop connection and integration within networks that are high in social capital—particularly social capital relevant to education and work.

For many young people, particularly those who experience disconnection or systemic barriers to the labor market, limited personal and professional network connections pose a barrier to accessing quality opportunities, training, and jobs. Approximately half of all U.S. employees obtain employment through personal connections, creating a stark disadvantage for youth embedded in relational contexts that are low in social capital or connections required to access occupational opportunities. Connectedness to high capital networks can increase a young person’s exposure and access to resources, opportunities, and relationships.
that can broker in-roads to engage with the world of work and support sustained connection to the labor market. The role of social capital in individual young people's success is poignantly summed by Freeland Fisher\textsuperscript{186} who notes, "opportunity is social. Achievement may be seen as a proxy for individual merit, but our ability to survive and thrive hinges on social connectedness". Interpersonal connectedness and integration within highly resourced networks offer important benefits for workers with implications ranging from daily experiences within occupational environments to the long-term opportunities one is exposed to across one's career trajectory.

Studies emerging from industrial/organizational psychology over the past several decades also document the immense importance of workers' sense of attachment to organizations themselves—described as "a stabilizing psychological force that ties an individual to an organization".\textsuperscript{187} For example, meta-analytic findings from a sample of more than 400 studies indicated that organizational attachment (e.g., psychological) is positively related to employee health.\textsuperscript{188} Other studies document the association between organizational attachment and job satisfaction, motivation, and productivity,\textsuperscript{189} workplace resource attainment,\textsuperscript{190} turnover,\textsuperscript{191} and work engagement and corporate citizenship,\textsuperscript{192} among other factors. Moreover, individuals, especially women and less-educated individuals, are more likely to take part in the labor market and find work when they are surrounded by a highly educated labor market, even after controlling for education level.\textsuperscript{193} Developing a basic sense of connection to the institutions and contexts in which our work lives occur can foster an important attachment and exposure to the world of work that transcends and complements the interpersonal connections that influence careers.

**Active Engagement in the World of Work**

Drawing again from models of school connectedness, the YES Project assumes that in addition to attachment, connectedness embodies elements of active engagement with the world of work and one's own career. Considered from a developmental standpoint, connectedness can describe the availability of, orientation toward, and participation in proximal processes\textsuperscript{194} germane to positive workforce outcomes (e.g., employment, performance, advancement, self-directed transition and choice). PYD perspectives suggest that young people who are strongly connected to one or more developmentally rich educational and/or work-related contexts are likely to have better career and workforce development outcomes compared to young people who are disconnected from such key developmental contexts.\textsuperscript{195} However, developmental science suggests that development occurs neither as a function of time alone, nor as a passive process in which individuals simply receive inputs from external contexts. Considering these points together, young people must be actively engaged in experiences and interventions across multiple contexts. Positive developmental outcomes are more likely to ensue when young people are exposed to and engaged in developmental experiences that stimulate both their holistic development, as well as their career development specific to the career and work domain.\textsuperscript{196}

This is consistent with foundational theories of career development, which suggest that young people must actively engage in their career development. For example, Social Cognitive Career Theory, one of the most widely researched and empirically supported models of career development, specifies that active engagement in learning experiences provides the basis for developing positive self-efficacy and outcome expectations, which predict successful vocational interest development, career choice-making, performance, and persistence, as well as satisfaction/wellbeing.\textsuperscript{197} Moreover, Career Construction Theory suggests that adapting (e.g., responding) to the changing needs of oneself and the world of work requires active engagement in experiences that support the mastery of career development tasks, coping
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with transitions, and adjusting to barriers or hardships. Career Construction Theory suggests that adapting occurs through five key sets of behaviors, involving orientation, exploration, establishment, management, and disengagement, which describe the key means of engaging with a career-related task or transition. For example, as a young person adapts to the transition into employment, they must become oriented to a new role, explore the requirements and associated attributes of the role, establish themselves by performing the role, manage successfully in the role for a given time, and disengage (ideally voluntarily due to readiness for new opportunity).

The “adapt” permutations of Career Construction Theory (e.g., adaptivity, adaptability, adapting, and adaptation) also highlight the relationship between Readiness and Connectedness within the Ready, Connected, Supported framework. Recall that successful career outcomes (e.g., adaptation results) require engagement in behaviors (e.g., adapting responses), which rely on one’s willingness (e.g., adaptive readiness) and psychosocial capacities (e.g., adaptability resources). Thus, successful career construction requires young people to be Ready (e.g., adaptive, adaptable) and Connected (e.g., engaged in active adapting) to key contexts, experiences, and roles that provide opportunities for successful adaptation. For example, indicators of career readiness (e.g., career adaptability, identity, self-efficacy) have been positively associated with career engagement, suggesting that career readiness capacities may foster more active orientations and participation in positive career behaviors. Moreover, empirical research studying the college transition among first-year students suggests that elements of career adaptability (e.g., optimistic orientations toward school transitions) were associated with positive psychological and academic adaptation, as a function of engagement in coping behaviors (e.g., adapting).

In other words, readiness and exposure to career development contexts (e.g., higher education) alone will not prepare young people to thrive in the world of work. It is through active engagement with the tasks associated with school and work transitions that young people leverage their readiness competencies to realize positive outcomes (e.g., adaptation). Moreover, readiness and engagement across contexts can mutually support positive career development. For example, longitudinal studies indicate that career readiness was associated with increased school engagement in an ethnically diverse sample of youth attending U.S. public high schools. Thus, connectedness to the world of work and one’s career requires the young person to engage as an active participant in the various contexts, opportunities, and experiences that will foster positive career growth.

A wealth of empirical evidence within the education and career development literature supports this notion. Studies on school engagement suggest that engagement involves cognitive, affective, and behavioral indications of young people’s connectedness and participation in school and educational experiences. Positive cognitive, emotional, and behavioral investment toward school-related tasks, institutions, and people is associated with higher levels of student achievement and enrollment persistence (e.g., not dropping out). Career engagement research has also examined various expressions of actively participating in and responding to developmental tasks associated with constructing one’s career. Previous studies of career development have operationalized career engagement as a diverse collection of proactive behaviors reflecting increased investment toward one’s own career development (e.g., self and environment exploration, active career planning, participation in work or learning experiences). Engagement in one’s career and relevant learning experiences has been associated with a range of positive outcomes including goal decidedness, interest development, choice congruence, performance, and satisfaction.

Engagement can occur through a range of learning experiences. Work-based learning, for example, encompasses a broad collection of
opportunities for young people to connect and engage with the world of work through internships, apprenticeships, service- and community-based learning, and on-the-job learning in part- or full-time employment itself. Research demonstrates that countries with more extensive career and workforce development programming that pairs learning experiences with work-based apprenticeships and vocational education (e.g., Austria, Denmark, Germany, and Switzerland), have significantly fewer disconnected youth and lower rates of youth unemployment than countries with less robust workforce development programming.

Providing youth with opportunities to connect to the world of work (e.g., work-based learning, apprenticeships) is crucial to expose young people to the world of work, develop foundational skills and readiness for future opportunities, identity (both generally as a worker and specific to the occupation), and to develop work-salient networks that can increase social capital and support.

Young people benefit from a strong and secure connection to the world of work as a basis for encouraging their active exploration of pathways to and through the labor market. The YES Project posits that young people can become more connected through the development of a strong sense of attachment and belonging to the world of work and the many systems, institutions, and social networks therein. Moreover, connection involves actively engaging with these contexts through key learning experiences, opportunities, and relationships that foster positive adaptation to their changing needs and those of the evolving occupational landscape.

Unemployment and other forms of disconnection may represent a lack of regularity in responsiveness to the young person’s needs on behalf of the world of work, which may constrain future engagement with the world of work and engender anxiety, uncertainty, or discouragement. When young people are unable to make secure and positive contact with the world of work during their early career development (e.g., experience unemployment), they may internalize feedback that they are unworthy or ill-prepared. These experiences may adversely influence young people’s confidence to pursue subsequent opportunities, thereby limiting their immediate and long-term employment outcomes and creating uncertainty and pessimism about their futures.

Unemployed youth often experience social exclusion and isolation, alienation, a sense of worthlessness, and a loss of hope in the future, all of which can contribute to a broad range of negative outcomes (e.g., exacerbated mental health problems, poor decision making). However, a strong sense of connection across ecological levels may provide a tether that securely links a person to the context of work, limits their likelihood of involuntary career disruptions, and fosters productive re-engagement and coping during periods of separation (e.g., unemployment). Connection to multiple work-related contexts can foster all components of Ready, Connected, Supported by increasing exposure to opportunities to develop readiness, reinforce the positive effects of connection in any single context, and enable youth to increase their networks of caring adults and access to developmental resources (e.g., learning experiences, opportunities, social capital, and social support).

**SUPPORTED**

The YES Project views caring relationships and social support as critical aspects of the conditions that young people require to thrive in the world of work. Drawing from the Center for Promise’s previous work, the YES Project aligns itself with a Webs of Support approach to understanding the role of relationships in youth workforce development. The Webs of Support framework expands on positive youth development theory, as well as the social capital, social networks, and social support literatures. Application of the Webs of Support framework to career and workforce development also builds upon existing efforts within the career development literature, including relational, developmental, and systems theories of career development.

Whereas the relational aspects of the Connected component of Ready, Connected, Supported...
describe the **what** and **why** regarding the value of interpersonal connections (e.g., social capital), Supported describes the **how** (e.g., function) of relationships. The Webs of Support approach captures the campaign’s understanding of the way relationships act as a critical vehicle for supporting the career and workforce development of young people.\(^{220}\)

The Webs of Support framework is predicated on a recognition that relationships are a fundamental but often underappreciated aspect of both positive youth development and career development.\(^{221}\) There is a growing consensus that relationships represent a key “vehicle that propels adolescent development” and promote wellbeing across the lifespan.\(^{222}\) In the context of work and careers, relationships are a primary means through which young people learn about themselves, various occupations, and envision their possible paths through the world of work.\(^{223}\) Insights into the mechanisms by which relationships foster improved outcomes and the exact features of relationships that optimize those processes remain limited.\(^{224}\) However, one suggested mechanism by which relationships promote improved outcomes is by serving as transactional conduits for the delivery of key social supports that youth need to survive and thrive.\(^{225}\)

**Social Support**

Social support describes the provision of key developmental resources (e.g., material, psychological) that are perceived, received, and/or utilized to cope with stress.\(^{226}\) Complementary perspectives, however, suggest that in addition to helping individuals cope with stress (e.g., buffering hypothesis), social support confers benefits that improve wellbeing for all individuals, irrespective of current stressors (e.g., main effects hypothesis).\(^{227}\) Social support is associated with a range of positive behavioral, academic, career, and physical and psychological outcomes.\(^{228}\) Meta-analytic studies suggest that social support is significantly associated with reduced mortality and overall wellbeing in children and adolescents, and is a critical ingredient of career- and work-based learning interventions.\(^{229}\) Social support has been associated with a range of positive career development indicators, including career search self-efficacy, goal capacity, vocational identity,\(^{230}\) career decision self-efficacy and career outcome expectations,\(^{231}\) career optimism,\(^{232}\) career engagement,\(^{233}\) and job satisfaction and tenure.\(^{234}\) Moreover, social support has been demonstrated to buffer the impact of economic constraints on grade point averages among youth from low-SES backgrounds,\(^{235}\) moderate the impact of work stress on physical and mental health,\(^{236}\) and represents a dimension of employability that predicts self-esteem, job search, and re-employment among unemployed individuals.\(^{237}\) Young people themselves identify career, academic, and socioemotional support as key ingredients for their career development and later success.\(^{238}\)
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A Webs of Support Approach

A Webs of Support approach represents an application of PYD and positive youth systems theories, in which a constellation of key relationships across the young person’s developmental context are coordinated to deliver various supports aligned with the young person’s needs, strengths, and strivings. Just as the human body requires the regular intake of a diverse palate of key nutrients, young people require frequent exposure to various types of psychosocial supports to properly function and grow. Social support types commonly include a range of emotional, instrumental, informational, and appraisal support. Social support can be delivered from a range of sources, such as family, friends, teachers, romantic partners, employers, co-workers, community members and organizations, mentors, or workforce/career development program staff. In order to realize positive career and workforce outcomes, young people need more than a single champion, mentor, or caring relationship. Empowering young people toward more optimal career outcomes requires leveraging caring peers and adults across contexts to engage the entire “web of relational connections in which our career and work lives are embedded”. Engaging more aspects of a youth system may increase the likelihood of producing meaningful and sustainable change in a young person’s life.

The Webs of Support framework attends to several core principles in understanding the dynamics and processes underlying the provision of support within a positive youth system:

- Youth agency and characteristics: Young people are active agents in their own development and embody a range of personal characteristics that shape the structure (e.g., size, membership) and function of the Web (e.g., dynamics, resource delivery).
- Interrelatedness of actors: All actors in a Web are related to both the youth and one another by virtue of their embeddedness within the young person’s developmental system. Moreover, actors may connect (e.g., bridge) the young person to other potential sources of support to whom the young person is not directly related.
- Delivery of developmental supports: All actors have the potential to provide one or more forms of support. Furthermore, integrating the previous ecological principle of interconnectedness suggests that the support provision patterns of one actor may dynamically shape (e.g., regulate) those of other actors in the web.
- Variation in roles and importance: From the young person’s perspective, the importance of a given actor within a web may vary relative to others, over time, and according to situational factors. Although all actors are capable of providing support, some may hold elevated and/or enduring importance. It is hypothesized that youth need at least one person of elevated importance (e.g., anchor) for effective development.
The structure of a young person’s Web of Support will vary by individual. However, several common structural elements are hypothesized to organize the development and activities of a Web (see Figure 2). The representation of actors within a Web are not random but rather may be organized according to the young person’s phenomenological experience of the relationships, the social contexts in which the young person and actor typically interact, and the connections across relationships and contexts.\textsuperscript{245} The structural elements are derived from PYD theory, social network literature,\textsuperscript{246} and youth-adult relationships studies. Key structural elements of a Web of Support include:

- **Strong ties**: More enduring, consistently supportive relationships (e.g., parents) that may provide the highest levels of direct supports (e.g., bonding social capital; emotional support) and reciprocal investment.\textsuperscript{247}

- **Weak ties**: Less frequent or consistently supportive relationships (e.g., previous acquaintances, a coworker, a former coach or teacher). Weak ties may provide fewer or less frequent direct support but may be called on to facilitate new connections, networks, or resources (e.g., bridging social capital; informational support) that are unavailable within the web. Weak ties may convert into strong ties or vice versa.\textsuperscript{248}

- **Cores**: Clusters of strong ties, often organized by social context (e.g., family, school, work), who engage consistently with the young person and one another, rendering the core interconnected and structurally stable (e.g., resilient). Cores may exist in any and all contexts in which youth are engaged and possess the capacity to adapt when confronted with change (e.g., membership changes, adversity).

- **Anchors**: A person with an elevated role who may provide the most intensive or varied levels of support.\textsuperscript{249} Anchors are the strongest tie in a Web or in a given core, often embodying the person the young person can turn to for anything. Young people benefit from at least one anchor in their web and ideally have one in each key developmental core or context.

A key aspect of designing Webs of Support for career and workforce development is building and strengthening ties across contexts with attention toward fostering authentic relationships, robust resources, and a specialized career and workforce development core. All adults are capable of lending some form of support and all communities may possess strengths and resources that benefit the young person’s career development. For example, naturally-occurring relationships (e.g., family members, friends, neighbors, teachers) with individuals across contexts in which youth regularly participate have been linked to positive educational, career, psychological, physical, and wellbeing outcomes.\textsuperscript{250} The power of a given relationship, core, or Web of Support, however, may be shaped by the collective social capital possessed within the group. Accordingly, the level and type of career support accessible to the young person is largely governed by the membership and collective resources available within the network. In other words, “who you know” matters and networks characterized by a high degree of social capital may have more resources (e.g., material, social) to effectively support the young person’s career aspirations and open doors to new opportunities.\textsuperscript{251} For many young people, particularly less socially and economically advantaged youth, naturally occurring relationships may be necessary but are not sufficient to provide the comprehensive support.
resources and opportunities needed to get ahead in the labor market.

In cultivating a balanced and effective Web of Support to promote career and workforce outcomes, young people may benefit most by leveraging existing relationships and strategically developing connections with individuals who can contribute high social, educational, and occupational capital to the Web. Existing relationships might include a school counselor with a high degree of career development literacy, a former boss with industry connections, or a mentor who deeply understands the young person's lived experience and can connect them with the right programming and people to support their dreams. Building relationships with people outside of youth's primary network who can expose them to work opportunities and familiarize them with new careers is also critical. Fostering close connections with individuals who possess high levels of career-relevant social capital can broker access to a more robust collection of resources and opportunities that the young person can utilize to gain a foothold. Ideally, the young person will galvanize a number of caring relationships devoted toward supporting the young person in establishing employment and pursuing their ambitions. Within the young person's network, these individuals may form a specialized career and workforce development core.

A specialized career and workforce development core is ideally filled with strong and weak ties that are uniquely positioned to support the young person's career needs. For example, weak ties can serve a critical bridging function to connect individuals to new resources, relationships, or opportunities, and literature demonstrates a strong emphasis on weak ties as critical aspects of job-finding networks. Strong ties often provide more intensive and varied forms of direct support throughout the career development process. However, they are also capable of bridging young people to new opportunities. For example, strong ties are particularly important to initial employment, particularly when human capital is limited, unemployment is high, and formal entryways to positions are less apparent. Moreover, employees who enter occupations through strong ties demonstrate longer tenure and wage growth than peers. Additionally important is identifying an anchor with a strong relationship with the young person and unique career and workforce expertise (e.g., school counselors, teachers, work supervisors, work-based learning mentors). The anchor of the career core might provide a range of direct support, guide the young person in strategizing how to best leverage and navigate their web, and bridge the young person to new opportunities, relationships, and resources that facilitate the young person’s goals. Together, a collection of key relationships devoted to supporting the young person's employment and career development can improve the likelihood of the young person experiencing positive work and career outcomes.

Social support can optimize the conditions under which young people develop their readiness and connection to the world of work. The Webs of Support framework offers an example of a relationships-focused PYD strategy for aligning social support to promote improved career and workforce outcomes for young people. Empowering youth to construct, strengthen, and navigate a Web of Support that is tailored for their career and workforce development has the power to transcend traditional career and workforce guidance strategies (e.g., dyadic forms of career counseling, mentoring, or apprenticeship) in favor of more distributed, resource-rich approaches that leverage the capital of multiple contexts and actors.
Employment and early work experiences provide key benefits to socializing young people into the world of work, cultivating the skills necessary to perform and thrive in the workplace, learn through direct experience, and make positive contributions to society at large. However, many young people continue to struggle in their quest to access and succeed in the world of work. Revolutionary changes taking place in the world of work impose widespread influences on the lives of all workers, especially young people with fewer choices, privileges, and supports. The current landscape is impacting employers in important ways as well, as they experience difficulty finding and retaining employees, producing a ripple effect on the economy. As the unrelenting tides of change continually reshape the nature of work and careers in the 21st century economy, the capacity to learn and adapt are paramount for youth to thrive in the decades to come.

For young people to maintain a competitive advantage in today’s labor market, it is incumbent upon communities to support and empower young people to be Ready, Connected, and Supported for the opportunities that lie ahead. Equipping young people with an education and a diverse and adaptable set of skills, key social and emotional competencies, and the vision, willingness, and ability to navigate their careers is paramount for youth to be ready. Ensuring that youth are connected through a sense of attachment and engagement with the world of work, including the many institutions, experiences, opportunities, and people that they encounter, can foster access and support success in the workplace. Finally, ensuring young people are supported, by surrounding them with a comprehensive Web of Support that can provide an array of supports aligned with their needs and strengths can help them to advance along more successful pathways in work and in life.
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### Table 2. Common career readiness components according to existing frameworks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education/Certification</td>
<td>Cognitive/Technical Skills &amp; Lifelong Learning</td>
<td>Core Academic Skills</td>
<td>Basic Knowledge/Skills</td>
<td>Key Subject and 21st Century Themes</td>
<td>Cognitive Processes and Strategies</td>
<td>Cognitive Mastery</td>
<td>Study Skills</td>
<td>Work Experience</td>
<td>Internships</td>
<td>Postsecondary Opportunities</td>
<td>Cross-cutting Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>English Language Arts</td>
<td>English Language Arts</td>
<td>Reading Comprehension (English)</td>
<td>Writing in English (grammar, spelling, etc.)</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chemistry, Economics, Business, &amp; Entrepreneurial Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Academic Literacy</td>
<td>Knowledge and/or Information Literacy</td>
<td>Global Awareness</td>
<td>Instructional Strategies</td>
<td>Critical Thinking Skills</td>
<td>Critical Thinking Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cognitive Academic Skills</td>
<td>Cognitive Competencies</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and/or Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and/or Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and/or Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and/or Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and/or Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking and/or Problem Solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal Skills</td>
<td>Interpersonal Competencies</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Critical Thinking/Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking/Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking/Problem Solving</td>
<td>Critical Thinking/Problem Solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td>Information and Media Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Information Technology Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td>Information Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td>Digital Technology Information Technology Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td>Information Use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td>Informational, communicational, and Technological Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td>Technology use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td>Personal Social Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td>Effective Relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td>Social emotional learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td>Self Direction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Management Competencies</td>
<td>Career Management</td>
<td>Education/Career Navigation Skills</td>
<td>Career Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-knowledge</td>
<td>Career Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Career and Education Action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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